Multiple Perspectives
1

Perspectives
Economic

2

Philosophical

3

Cultural

4

Psychological

5
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Ethical
Ideological

7

Historic

8

Social

9

Political

10

Gender Critical

11

Environmental/ Scientific

Questions to engage commentary/generate ideas
What is the cost and who is to pay? /financial / facts,
figures / data
“I think; therefore I am”- Rene Descartes
Prior knowledge/ environment / popular culture/ what
does our society value?
Pertaining through, dealing with or affecting the mind.
Think
What determines right or wrong? / values?/ reputation?
The set of ideas containing ones goals expectations and
actions/ comprehensive vision
Does the past now determine the future repetition?/ What
do we learn from past?
How are we often encouraged or empowered to interact
with others?/ communication/ social networking
Who gains power or influence? / Who is pulling the strings?
/
How are women influenced? Men? Is there a double
standard?
Pertaining to the environment/ preserving animal & plant
life/ proven through scientific inquiry
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